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Halle Berry went ballistic on paparazzi in Los Angeles  
Halle Berry Explodes at Paparazzi

Miami, Florida, 02.04.2013, 19:58 Time

USPA NEWS - The Oscar winner yelled, “Get away! There´s a child! What´s wrong with you people?“� when photogs got too close.

As the family got into their vehicle, Martinez whirled around to go after the aggressive paparazzi, with Berry holding him back.

Restrains Olivier Martinez in Airport Melee

The couple had touched down after a vacation in Hawaii when Halle exploded at photographers all around her.

"Get away, there's a child," Berry screamed while in the presence of little Nahla. "What the f-ck is wrong with you people?"

According to the TMZ video, Berry and Martinez eventually made it to their SUV, only for the latter to them turn around and reportedly
kick a reporter.

But Berry quickly grabbed her man, forced him into the vehicle and they sped away before things turned too ugly.

Halle Berry, her fiancé Olivier Martinez and young daughter Nahla were returning from a pleasant Easter beach vacation in Hawaii
when things nearly turned violent after the family touched down at LAX.
As a swarm of awaiting paparazzi crowded the threesome, Halle lost it when one photog got too close to her daughter: "Get away, it's
a child, you idiots!"
Berry's actor-fiancé then started to go after a photog but she quickly yelled "Olivier no!" and shoved him in their awaiting SUV.

Read more: http://www.businessinsider.com/halle-berry-mad-at-paparazzi-video-2013-4#ixzz2PKYw2xs8

Article online:
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